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The June 2020 Research in Arts and Education issue is a collection of resent work done

through artistic research and other arts practices. The call for submissions was sent to the

Finnish universities that offer this line of research practice for their doctoral students and re-

searching faculty. This issue includes authors from The University of The Arts Helsinki, Uni-

versity of Lapland, University of Turku and from Aalto University. The call of the issue reached

authors in other than Finnish universities as well, and consequently in this issue we have in-

cluded work from researchers based in the US and Romania. As typical to the journal, the

different arts disciplines are represented: visual arts, performative arts and music, and their the-

ories, practices and education. The issue includes two peer reviewed full size articles, three peer

reviewed visual essays and one Doctoral Lectio Praecursoria.

In their opening article Francisco Beltrame Trento presents protocols for dis(abling) artistic

research in academic institutions. The often-applied concept of (successful) failure is discussed

critically from an ableist perspective that mostly involves certain types of individuals (e.g. ratio-

nal, independent, coherent, participatory) to academia, marginalizing others, including individ-

uals that experience neurodiversity. The article increases understanding of different experiences

of institutional spaces, distances, and temporality. By disturbing normalcy, the academia might

become more aware of neurodiversity and become self- critical towards normalized, neurotyp-

ical and ableist practices. Trento emphasizes that this would be especially important in the
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institutions that support arts education and artistic research.

Katja Juhola and Smaranda-Sabina Moldovan offer a versatile yet critical outlook to the

international art symposia. They discuss the encounters for cultural exchange particularly

through power relations of these encounters, such as gender, culture, and vocation. Juhola’s and

Moldova’s methods include discussions, interviews, shared art practices, and video documen-

tation. Ultimately, the aim of the research article is to problematize what kind of educational

spaces art symposia might offer for artists with different kinds of cultural backgrounds. The

focus is particularly in the art symposia’s working methods and how they might offer places for

art education, and how the art symposia allow and limit participation for both the curators and

for the artists.

Marjo Heino’s visual essay on artists kinship and working together is written in Finnish.

The article is based on her artistic dissertation on the potentialities of artists profession’s roles

in collaborative work contexts particularly in participatory and locally funded arts projects. The

research project is connected to the landscape studies, with a particular focus on the Kokemäki

river and its communities. In her article Heino focuses on three different participatory artists’

projects with a shared understanding of kinship of artists working together. Her main goal is

to explore how artisthood and making art together are a necessary foundation for participatory

landscape conservation and how it makes possible to reach communities, deepen engagement

and discussion, and strengthen the feeling of community through art.

Heidi Hart’s visual essay contemplates the “experience of unknowing” in the context of

music-making in one’s own practice in three different eco-musical explorations. This multi

sensorial essay invites to explore three different projects in three different sites: in the Norwe-

gian Sea, in in the mountains of Utah, and in a concert on stage.

In her visual essay, Marija Griniuk explores bodily and mental states of the performance

artist during live events. The essay presents three cases within the reflexive research on the
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documentation of performance through photography, video, sound recording, and the live brain

activity of a performing body recorded and visualised by an EEG device via a program in

processing.

In his Lectio Praecursoria, Mikko O. Koivisto provides an introductory to his awarded doc-

toral dissertation The Art of Egress: Madness, Horror, and the Pedagogy of Depsychiatrization.

The Art of Egress delves into stereotypical cultural representations of people with psychiatric

disabilities, or psychiatrized people, and explores artistic strategies for critically encountering

them. The dissertation suggests art education should assume a critical stance towards ableist

forms of representation, and pave the way for the emergence of a pedagogy of depsychiatriza-

tion —a pedagogical stance which acknowledges, and resists, the psychiatrization of disabled

subjects through mechanisms of representation.

The September issue will be a continuation for this issue, as a Part II, presenting and dis-

cussing more about research through artistic research and other arts practices.
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